
Robert Smith 
Asst. Lot Technician

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Seeking an entry level career position in environmental protection and 
management in the greater area. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Asst. Lot Technician
ABC Corporation -   August 2005 – October 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Relayed instructions to repair shop personnel. Maintained a lot for a 
clean and professional appearance.

 Ensured that all vehicle doors are locked at the end of the day.
 Learned to detail vehicles. Learned the importance of good 

communication.
 Arranged cars around lot clean dealership go on dealer trades Skills 

Used organizational time management.
 Cleaned cars for delivery to customer clean lot arrange cars around the 

lot Skills Used organizational time management.
 Recommended and helped customers select merchandise based on 

their needs.
 Confirmed that appropriate changes were made to resolve customers 

problems.

Lot Technician
ABC Corporation -   2003 – 2005 

Responsibilities:

 Opened up the lot made sure all the cars started and no service engine 
lights were on.

 Manage workers give breaks and assignments, park all the cars on the 
lot in a straight row, paper work on cars if detail or paint job or anything
is needed.

 I had a possitive impact because at the end of each day my lot looks 
nice and clean and everything that needs to be done gets done.

 Skills Used leadership, integrity great work ethic, self motivated.
 Can work at my own pace and still be productive.
 The essentials on understanding car and dealership paper work.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 

to your current role.

Education

- (Weber State University)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Transportation, 
Analytical Skills.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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